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Doppler-free saturated-absorption Lamb dips were measured at sub-Pa pressures on rovibrational lines
of H2 16 O near 7180 cm 1 , using optical feedback frequency stabilized cavity ring-down spectroscopy.
The saturation of the considered lines is so high that at the early stage of the ring down, the cavity loss
rate remains unaffected by the absorption. By referencing the laser source to an optical frequency comb,
transition frequencies are determined down to 100 Hz precision and kHz accuracy. The developed
setup allows resolving highly K-type blended doublets separated by about 10 MHz (to be compared to
a HWHM Doppler width on the order of 300 MHz). A comparison with the most recent spectroscopic
databases is discussed. The determined K-type splittings are found to be very well predicted by the
most recent variational calculations. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5010957

I. INTRODUCTION

The accuracy of the determination of the center of an
absorption line depends on the accuracy of the calibration of
the frequency axis and on the precision of the line center determination. In recent years, the measurement of absolute frequencies has greatly benefited of the advent of self-referenced
optical frequency combs (OFCs).1 For instance, frequencystabilized cavity ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS) referenced
to a Cs atomic clock through an optical frequency comb was
applied to the measurement of 12 C16 O2 transition frequencies
with combined standard uncertainties of a few tens kHz over
the large 1.6–7.8 µm range.2 Recently, Bielska et al. measured the frequency of a B-band transition of oxygen near
690 nm with kHz level of accuracy by using a Pound-DreverHall-locked frequency-stabilized cavity ring-down spectrometer referenced to an 88 Sr optical atomic clock via an optical
frequency comb.3 These state-of-the-art results are limited to
a few very well isolated spectral lines recorded with very high
signal to noise ratio through dedicated experimental setups.
In general, due to the Doppler broadening in the near-infrared
amounting to several hundred MHz at room temperature, typical line center accuracy in the Doppler regime hardly reaches
the MHz (3 ⇥ 10 5 cm 1 ) level.4–6 This is typically the case for
the comb-assisted cavity ring-down spectroscopy (CA-CRDS)
approach which combines absolute-frequency and high sensitivity.7 Our CA-CRDS setup8 measures “on the fly” the
beat note frequency between one of the modes of the frequency comb and a small part of the light emitted by a
Distributed Feedback (DFB) laser diode used as a source of
the cavity ring-down spectrometer. CA-CRDS has provided
slightly sub-MHz accuracy of CO, D2 , and water line centers in routine over broad spectral regions between 1.7 and
1.3 µm.8–10
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Saturation spectroscopy is a powerful method to overcome
limitations imposed by Doppler broadening.11 Saturated transitions exhibit a Lamb dip at their line center with a width
several orders of magnitude narrower than the Doppler broadening. The increased intracavity power provided by cavityenhanced absorption spectroscopy techniques makes them a
very well-suited method to saturate transitions in different
spectral ranges from the infrared to the visible (see, e.g.,
Refs. 12–15). For instance, Lisak and Hodges measured Lamb
dips of four closely spaced rovibrational water vapor absorption transitions near 7100 cm 1 using frequency-stabilized
CRDS.16 In the absence of an OFC, absolute transition frequencies were not determined but a 50 kHz resolution was
achieved and relative transition frequencies were determined
with an uncertainty better than 400 kHz. Galzerano et al.
used the Lamb dip of an H2 17 O transition near 1.384 µm
to frequency stabilize an external-cavity diode laser.17 The
same group reported a Lamb dip center frequency of a H2 18 O
transition near 1.38 µm with 10 kHz accuracy by OFCassisted cavity-enhanced saturated absorption spectroscopy.18
This transition, which is selected to obtain an accurate spectroscopic determination of the Boltzmann constant, is very
strong (line intensity on the order of 2 ⇥ 10 20 cm/molecule).
Recently, Burkart et al. used an optical feedback frequencystabilized cavity ring-down spectrometer (OFFS-CRDS) to
further enhance the intracavity power.19 Doppler-free Lambdips were measured with kHz accuracy on ten lines of the
30013
00001 band and two lines of the 31113
01101
hot band of 12 C16 O2 near 1.6 µm, among the weakest ever
studied by saturation spectroscopy (line intensity as weak as
5 ⇥ 10 25 cm/molecule20 ). More recently, Gatti et al.21 used a
comb-locked Lamb-dip spectrometer to determine the centers
of three strong lines of acetylene near 1.54 µm with 2 kHz accuracy. Those lines have previously been measured by Madej
et al.22 A Lamb dip center accuracy on the same order (a few
kHz) was achieved by Twagirayezu et al. for more than 130
relatively weak lines of the 10110-00010 and 10101-00001
hot bands of acetylene.23
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In addition of facilitating the line center determination,
saturation spectroscopy allows for resolving highly blended
lines. An attractive application of saturated CA-CRDS is the
partial resolution of the hyperfine structure of the 17 O12 C16 O
R(0) fundamental transition near 2340 cm 1 and the measurement of the absolute frequencies of the hyperfine triplet with an
accuracy of a few kHz.24 In the present work, we use a modified
version of the comb-assisted OFFS-CRDS setup developed by
Burkart et al.19 to accurately measure Doppler-free saturatedabsorption Lamb dips of eight water lines near 7170 cm 1 .
The targeted transitions were chosen to illustrate the advantages of the system in terms of both frequency accuracy and
spectral resolution. Three highly blended K-type doublets with
frequency separation of a few MHz are fully resolved while
they appear as single lines in the Doppler regime. The 12 kHz
frequency accuracy of the retrieved line centers allows discussing the quality of the line centers in the most commonly
used spectroscopic database of water vapor. Furthermore, the
three highly blended K-type doublets are used to discuss the
accuracy of various recent high-quality ab initio water line
lists.
II. EXPERIMENTAL

The present instrument combines an ultrasensitive cavity
ring-down spectrometer and a very narrow, highly stable Vcavity-based optical feedback (VCOF) type light source.24–26
The reader is referred to Refs. 19 and 25–27 for a detailed
description of the first version of the experimental setup. The
present OFFS-CRDS setup differs in different aspects from
that applied to the measurement of saturated-absorption Lamb
dips of CO2 near 1.6 µm:19 the working range is centered at
1.39 µm (215 THz), the VCOF source has been improved,
it is faster and easier to operate, and its long-term reliability
has been improved. In particular, the RD cavity is robustly
dither-locked to the source rather than tight-lock using the
Pound-Drever-Hall locking technique,19 prone to frequent
unlocking.
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7.6 kHz resolution spectrum of which only the lowest frequency peak detected, i.e., in the 0-125 MHz range, determines
the so-called BN frequency. The precision of this method
is shown in Fig. 1 as an Allan deviation plot of a BN frequency series. It shows that the BN is determined within
42 kHz in a single shot (10 ms), and down to 700 Hz after
60 s averaging, which corresponds to a relative frequency
determination of 2 ⇥ 10 10 and 3 ⇥ 10 12 , respectively. The
GPS-disciplined rubidium clock driving the OFC electronics
exhibits a noise excess at 2 s averaging. After about 80 s, the
VCOF frequency drift is visible, which is accounted for in the
frequency calibration process. According to the literature,28
the present GPS referenced setup allows for absolute frequency
determination with a relative accuracy better than 10 12 , i.e.,
200 Hz. The wavemeter readings allow for a quasiunambiguous determination of the OFC tooth index (N) beating with the VCOF, which frequency reads ⌫ VCOF = N ⇥ 250
± BN 20 (MHz), where the sign is determined based on a
determination of the relative position of the tooth frequency
towards the VCOF frequency. In case of ambiguity, the sign
can be explicitly deduced from the BN obtained by briefly locking the VCOF to an adjacent mode of its very stable reference
cavity.
In OFFS-CRDS experiments,19,26,27,29,30 the frequency
tunability of the light source is obtained by adding or subtracting a radio frequency (RF) to the fixed laser frequency. A
fibered I/Q modulator (iXblue) used as a single side band modulator (SSBM) is inserted in-between the VCOF and the CRD
cell. It allows for fine and arbitrary tuning of the laser frequency
within a range of ±2 to ±18 GHz, by applying clean GPSreferenced-RF (SMF100A, Rohde & Schwarz) and a series
of static voltages to the modulator driving inputs. The SSBM
efficiency is close to 10% and the carrier and other sidebands
suppression ratio reaches 30 dB.

A. Laser source

The new VCOF reference cavity is made of a low expansion spacer, which has been machined and polished to be fitted
with three mirrors by optical contact bonding. This source,
hosting a DFB laser (Eblana Photonics), has sub-kHz emission line width, 10 mW output power, and exhibits a maximum frequency drift of 7 Hz/s. Its emission frequency is
constantly monitored with both a wavemeter (HighFinesse,
20 MHz accuracy, 5 MHz resolution) and a GPS disciplined,
self-referenced OFC (250 MHz repetition rate, 20 MHz
carrier offset frequency) in order to determine its absolute
optical emitting frequency with sub-kHz accuracy.19 This frequency measurement was used in several of our previous
studies.8–10,19 It consists in refining the wavemeter readings
by additionally measuring the beat note (BN) between the
laser and the closest tooth of the OFC. The BN is recorded
100 times per second using a fast acquisition card (215 samples recorded at 2.5 ⇥ 108 samples/s). A real time fast Fourier
transform (FFT) of this signal is computed, leading to a

FIG. 1. Allan variance plot of a series of beat note measurements (black
curve) recorded 100 times per second with 7.6 kHz FFT resolution (see the
text). The single shot precision is 42 kHz, due to OFC noise. The precision
reaches 700 Hz after 60 s averaging, closely following the ideal t 1/2 random
noise averaging (blue dashed curve). However, a noise excess is observed after
2 s averaging time and is attributed to noise excess in the rubidium reference
clock driving the OFC electronics. After 80 s averaging, the VCOF frequency
drift is clearly visible. The effect of a 7 Hz/s drift, which is the worst expected
case, is plotted (red dotted line).
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FIG. 2. Schematic of the experimental setup. A VCOF
source is made from a laser that is locked by optical feedback to one chosen TEM00 mode of a V-shaped cavity
made of three mirrors optically contacted on a precisely
machined low-expansion material. The cavity is kept at
constant temperature and under ultra-vacuum (see the
picture in right inset). The relative phase between the
laser and the cavity is precisely controlled ( ctrl ) by
monitoring the cavity transmission and consequently acting on the laser-cavity distance. Its very stable emission
frequency is accurately determined using both a precise
Fizeau wavemeter and the BN obtained against a GPSstabilized auto-referenced OFC. A Mach Zehnder modulator (MZM), configured as a single side band modulator
(SSBM), allows the laser emission to be subsequently
precisely tuned to an arbitrary wavelength by adding or
subtracting a GPS-referenced radiofrequency in a range
of 2-18 GHz. The shifted laser is used to sequentially
probe the TEM00 modes of a massive CRDS cell, which
are actively kept in resonance with the source using a
dither-lock tracking scheme.

B. Ring down cavity

C. Saturated ring downs

This precisely frequency shifted fully fibered laser carries
about 1 mW power and is free-space coupled to a ring-down
cell (Fig. 2). The mode matching is achieved with a single lens
and two steering mirrors. In order to record ring-down events,
the side band generation can be efficiently interrupted within
60 ns by switching the radio frequency off, using a high isolation fast PIN switch (>60 dB). A free space optical isolator is
inserted between the two steering mirrors. The ring-down cell
is made of a massive 30 cm long, 70 mm outer diameter, 13
mm inner diameter copper tube fitted with two highly reflective
mirrors. One mirror is mounted on a piezoelectric tube actuator
(10 nm/V expansion coefficient) so that the whole assembly
forms a 32 cm long high finesse optical cavity (468 MHz FSR,
F = 129 000). The two cavity mirrors can be precisely aligned
by acting on two sets of 8 push- and pull-screws. The transmitted light is focused on a fast photo-detector (2 MHz band
pass, 300 000 transimpedance gain) using a steering mirror
and a lens. It allows for monitoring the cavity transmission
and recording the ring-down events. To keep the setup simple
and make the locking/relocking mechanism more robust, the
cavity is dither-locked. Tracking electronics keep the cavity
modes in coincidence with the laser by applying a 60 mV, 100
Hz triangular modulation on the mirror piezoactuator. With
44 µs maximal ring-down time and an excursion of about
400 kHz around the cavity modes, the Doppler effect associated with the cavity mirror displacement introduces a cavity
mode frequency sweep of ±3.5 kHz per ring down, the sign
being associated with the scan direction. Theoretically, the
drift cancels out if one averages an even number of ring downs
equally distributed amongst upward and backward scanning
directions. Despite our efforts, a few spectral points may still
be randomly biased by a fraction of ±5 kHz if a ring-down
event was missed. However, given that the Lamb dip absorption features considered below are typically described by 40
spectral points, the dither-lock mechanism is expected to bias
their center frequency to the sub-kHz level.

Combining a very narrow laser and a stable high finesse
cavity ensures an efficient laser-cavity coupling. Consequently, very high intracavity fields can be reached thanks to
the intra-cavity electric-field buildup. The photodetector has a
photosensitivity of 1 A/W and the transimpedance gain was set
to 300 000. With a cavity finesse of F ⇠ 129 000, corresponding
to a mirror reflectivity of 99.9976%, assuming no additional
losses and according to a beam waist of 400 µm, the intracavity
power is calculated to be on the order of 25 W/cm2 per V measured. The ring-downs are typically triggered at a threshold of
1.5 V, i.e., 40 W/cm2 . This value is 25 times lower than that
used by Burkart et al.19,25 to saturate CO2 transitions, but the

FIG. 3. Ring-down photodiode signals recorded on the baseline (blue dots),
the wings (green dots), the maximum (orange dots), and dip center (red dots)
of the water line doublet at 7185.596 cm 1 . Ring downs were acquired with
a different CRDS cell (51 cm, F = 180 000). Each curve corresponds to an
average of 1000 ring down events. The photodiode voltage (left scale) could
be roughly converted to intracavity power (right scale) based on the mirror
reflectivity and the photodetection chain gain. The green and red dashed lines
indicate the saturation-free ring-down behavior expected on the wings (green)
and on the top (red) of the absorption line, respectively. Effect of induced
transparency is obvious within the first 100 µs of the event where intracavity
power is in excess of 10 W/cm2 .
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the saturation is so high that at the beginning of the RD, the
gas appears to be transparent, over its whole line profile. The
absorption line leads to an increase of the loss rate only after
about 100 µs when the intracavity power has been decreased
by about a factor of 10.
Let us highlight, that in a two-mirror optical cavity configuration, the TEM00 resonant mode is made of two contrapropagative optical waves perfectly overlapping each other.
Optical cavities are thus an ideal tool to observe the Lamb
dip feature that appears at the absorption line center, due to
the twofold optical power experienced by molecules having
zero velocity along the optical axis.11–13 Because the present
study is focused on accurate position measurement and not
on a quantitative transition strength evaluation, we did not
implement a non-exponential fit of the ring-down events that
would explicitly take saturation into account.24,29 The ringdown events were simply fitted with an exponential, therefore
leading to strongly non-flat residuals (Fig. 4). Nevertheless,
line profiles exhibit a well-marked Lamb dip feature at their
center, with up to 14% contrast allowing for a precise line
center determination.
FIG. 4. Ring-down signal (upper panel) and corresponding exponential fit
residuals (lower panel) observed at different spectral points of the line profile (see the inset of Fig. 3): baseline (blue), wings (green), dip center
(red), and close to the maximum (orange) of the ⌫1 + ⌫3 [66 0
661 , 661
660 ] line at 7185.596 cm 1 . Deviation to standard exponential (lower
panel) increases with absorption. In the region of the dip, smaller residuals are observed as expected from a longer pseudo transparent regime induced
by the higher effective incident optical power seen by zero z-axis velocity
molecular class.

water transitions probed here have an Einstein coefficient that
is three orders of magnitude higher.20 To the best of our knowledge, none of the previous studies has reported CRDS Lamb
dip measurement at such level of saturation. This is illustrated
in Fig. 3 where the photodiode signal (in logarithm scale) is
plotted versus time for three spectral points located out of the
line profile, at about half width and near the line center. In the
non-saturated regime, the light intensity decreases according
to the cavity loss rate, 1/⌧ 0 + ↵(⌫)c, which obviously varies
over the frequency range of the line profile. This is not the case
in the present recordings: The RD at the line center starts with a
time constant close to that of the empty cavity. In other words,

D. Lamb dip recordings and center accuracy

Every line spectrum was acquired within 60 s including
two successive passes: (i) A low resolution scan (2 GHz at 50
MHz resolution) used to roughly determine the line center from
a simple Gaussian fit since pressure effects are negligible, (ii) a
high resolution scan (4–40 MHz wide with 25 kHz resolution)
around the determined center, where the Lamb dip features are
expected. It results in a two-resolution spectrum, as shown in
Fig. 5.
The dip center is retrieved by fitting the dip absorption using a Lorentzian function (see the inset of Fig. 5).
The typical half-width at half-medium (HWHM) of the
Lamb dip profile is 250 kHz. No evidence of asymmetry
was found in the residuals. Therefore, albeit imperfect, the
line fit model is expected to deliver unbiased line center
determination.
In order to test the reproducibility of the experiment,
we measured the 2⌫1 101 -110 water line around 7182.2 cm 1
(215.5 THz) for several days. The RD cell was continuously
pumped by a turbo-molecular pump, and outgasing water was
probed at a residual pressure of less than 0.2 µbar. As depicted

FIG. 5. Line profile and Lamb dip recordings with adaptive resolution. A first low resolution (50 MHz) survey
scan is recorded, from which the line center is roughly
determined using a Gaussian profile. The spectrum is
immediately supplemented with a high resolution (25
kHz) scan around the center presented in the inset. The
inset includes the residuals of the two observed Lamb dips
using Lorentzian profiles leading to 1.5 ⇥ 10 10 cm 1
standard deviation of the residuals. No sign of profile
asymmetry is observed.
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FIG. 6. The upper left panel shows a calibration free
measurement series of a Lamb dip center. The blue curve
corresponds to the evolution of the RF tuning frequency
corresponding to the Lamb dip position. The red curve
corresponds to the relative beat note between the VCOF
and the GPS disciplined OFC, shifted up by 50 kHz on
the plot for clarity. The difference is plotted (black dots)
in the lower left panel revealing a perfect agreement with
each other. The right panel is an Allan deviation plot of the
difference. It shows first that a single Lamb dip position
is determined with 2.5 kHz accuracy in a single scan and,
second, that successive measurements average as 1/N1/2
and, third, that a precision better than 100 Hz is reached
after averaging 500 measurements (about 8 h). This corresponds to a relative precision of 5 ⇥ 10 13 of the absolute
Lamb dip position determination.

in Fig. 6, without OFC calibration, the apparent dip center is
fluctuating over a 50 kHz range within two days. This drift is
exclusively due to the imperfect stability of VCOF, as revealed
by comparison with the BN monitoring, which exactly follows
the same trend (red curve in Fig. 6). The (BN-dip) difference
frequency is constant over time and shows 2.5 kHz RMS white
noise, principally arising from the dip center fit precision. The
Allan plot of this measurement series (Fig. 6) shows a quasiperfect random noise type averaging behaviour, down to a
statistical precision of 100 Hz, i.e., 5 ⇥ 10 13 relative to transition frequency. The self-pressure line shift, on the order of
300 kHz/Torr,31 is expected to account for about 100 Hz, i.e.,
our measurement precision level. Because of the high symmetry of the experimental setup—two identical mirrors on a
symmetry axis and laser off during the ring-down event—the
geometry is not expected to induce frequency bias.32 Thus,
the main source of uncertainty remains the locking scheme
even though we could not evidence it. Therefore, we indicate
a conservative 1 kHz (⇠4 ⇥ 10 8 cm 1 ) accuracy for this line
as an upper limit. A single scan was performed for each of
the other lines, despite they are weaker and recorded at the
same pressure. In view of their weakness and of the 2.5 kHz
dispersion (7.5 kHz peak-to-peak) observed for the water line
at 7182.2 cm 1 , we estimate their position to be determined
with a conservative accuracy of 12 kHz (⇠4 ⇥ 10 7 cm 1 ) for
a single scan.

III. RESULTS

Doppler-free saturated-absorption Lamb dips were measured at sub-Pa pressures on eight rovibrational lines of water
near 7180 cm 1 (see Table I).
The measurements include three K-type doublets of
H2 16 O (see Fig. 7). Two doublets are the [J J 0
J J 1, J J 1
J J 0 ] doublets of the ⌫1 + ⌫3 band with J = 6 and 7. The
nuclear spin of hydrogen leads to a total nuclear spin of
0 and 1 corresponding to para- and ortho-water, respectively.
Transitions are observed either between para or between ortho
levels. Para and ortho energy levels in water can be classified according to the parity of the quantity (K a + K c + V 3 ).
Then, a J J 0
J J 1 and J J 1
J J 0 doublet involves a transition between para-energy levels and a transition between
ortho-energy levels, the latter being three times stronger due
to the spin statistics (ortho levels have a degeneracy of 3, while
para levels are not degenerate). More precisely, for cold bands
(V 3 = 0), the J J 1
J J 0 component is the strongest when J is
odd and the weakest when J is even. Thus, for the two studied
doublets, the 771
770 and 660
661 dips are the strongest.
Considering the close degeneracy of the two components, the
relative intensity is the only criterion to discriminate the transitions corresponding to the two dips. We have included in
Table I, the relative intensity of the studied doublets obtained
from a Lorentzian fit of the dip profiles together with the

TABLE I. Assignments, HITRAN line parameters, and Lamb dip measurements of the eight studied water transitions near 1.39 µm.
HITRAN201220
Line number

Band

JKa0 Kc0

JKa00 Kc00

Wavenumber (cm

1)

Lamb dip

Intensity (cm/molecule) A (s

1
2

⌫1 + ⌫3
⌫1 + ⌫3

771770
770771

7164.901 813(1000)
7164.901 991(1000)

1.095 ⇥ 10
3.650 ⇥ 10

22

3

2⌫2 + ⌫3

854753

7174.083 890(1000)

8.068 ⇥ 10

1)

Wavenumber (cm

1)

14.50
14.50

7164.901 299 944(400)
7164.900 447 727(400)

24

0.56

7174.083 983 975(400)

10.06
10.06

7179.751 953 517(400)
7179.751 538 877(400)

23

4
5

⌫1 + ⌫3
⌫1 + ⌫3

762761
761762

7179.752 215(1000)
7179.753 363(1000)

1.802 ⇥ 10
6.009 ⇥ 10

22

6

2⌫1

101110

7182.209 110(30)

1.541 ⇥ 10

21

1.43

7182.208 851 005(100)

7
8

⌫1 + ⌫3
⌫1 + ⌫3

661660
660661

7185.596 571(1000)
7185.596 909(1000)

1.995 ⇥ 10
5.984 ⇥ 10

22

16.80
16.80

7185.596 432 547(400)
7185.596 112 566(400)

23

22

Int. ratio Rel. dip depth (%)
3.02

13.9
4.6
6.2

3.00

15.1
5.0
15.0

3.28

4.5
14.6
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JJ 1
J J 0 series of doublets of the ⌫1 + ⌫3 band of H2 16 O,
only the J = 1-4 doublets have been resolved (in the Doppler
regime) and the measured frequency splittings were found to
decrease from +10.47 cm 1 down to +0.106 cm 1 .33 For comparison, the presently measured splittings are 2.9 ⇥ 10 4 and
8.5 ⇥ 10 4 cm 1 , for J = 6 and J = 7, respectively. We note
that the sign of the J = 6 and 7 splittings is opposite to that of the
J  4 doublets and the relative position of the two components
is inverted compared to the unperturbed case. In addition, the
amplitude of the frequency splitting is larger for J = 7 than
for J = 6. This situation is attributed to small perturbations
of the considered energy levels of the (101) upper vibrational
state, the (101) state being involved in the strong and complex
interaction scheme of the first hexade of water {(040), (120),
(200), (002), (021), (101)}.34
The Lamb dips of the 76 1
76 2 and 76 2
76 1 doublet were also resolved and assigned according to the relative
intensity of the two components (Fig. 7).
IV. LINE POSITION ACCURACY OF WATER
SPECTROSCOPIC DATABASES
A. Experimental and empirical databases

The eight H2 16 O dip positions measured with 12 kHz
accuracy (4 ⇥ 10 7 cm 1 ) provide an accurate set of data for
comparison to various spectroscopic databases of water vapor.
Figure 9 shows the overview of the deviations from our measured dip values. The different data sets considered for the
comparison are as follows:

FIG. 7. Absorption line and Lamb dips for three K-type doublets of H2 16 O.
On the lower panels, individual measurements points are showed to illustrate
the higher resolution to sampling the dips range.

corresponding relative depth. The obtained intensity ratios are
very close to 3.
Figure 8 presents the expected appearance of the J J 0
J J 1 and J J 1
J J 0 doublets in the absence of perturbation. The separation between the J J 0 and J J 1 energy levels decreases sharply with J. As the unperturbed J J 0 energy
level is higher than the J J 1 level, the J J 1
J J 0 transition is
always observed at lower frequency. In the J J 0
J J 1 and

(i) line positions calculated using the energy levels recommended by an IUPAC task group (IUPAC-TG)
from an exhaustive review and evaluation of rovibrational lines positions, energy levels, and assignments
for all the main isotopologues of water.33 By using
the procedure and code MARVEL (Measured Active
Rotational-Vibrational Energy Levels),35 all the highquality absorption or emission line positions available
in the literature were used to determine and validate
the energy levels together with their self-consistent
uncertainties. MARVEL uses a reweighted inversion
process to determine the uncertainties which are given
at 2 . The IUPAC-TG used several hundred transition
wavenumbers to derive the upper energy levels of each
of the eight H2 16 O transitions measured in this work.33
As a result, these levels are reported with the best

FIG. 8. Energy level scheme and relative intensity of the
JJ 0
J J 1 and J J 1
J J 0 doublets in water, according
to the J parity.
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FIG. 9. Differences of the line positions to the dip center for the eight water lines measured near 7170 cm 1 .
(The ranking number in the ordinate is the line number given in Table I.) The light grey zones indicate the
three K-type doublets. From left to right, the comparison
applies to HITRAN201220 and IUPAC-TG line positions33 (left panel), FTS values by Toth36 and Régalia
et al.37 and empirical values of Ref. 39 (center panel), and
the recently obtained position values measured by CACRDS in the Doppler regime44 (right panel, the S symbol
indicates the strongest of the doublet components).

quality grade in the IUPAC-TG gradation (A+) and
their uncertainty values (included in Fig. 9) range from
10 9 (!) to 3 ⇥ 10 5 cm 1 . The IUPAC-TG line positions are observed to deviate from our measurements
by much larger values, up to 1.8 ⇥ 10 3 cm 1 . In our
opinion, the main reason of this strong disagreement is
that the considered IUPAC-TG energy levels have an
uncertainty which is underestimated by several orders
of magnitude. This may be due to underestimated error
bars provided by some of the sources used by MARVEL
or to some problems with the inversion process. In particular, the three K-type H2 16 O doublets were resolved
in neither experimental source used by the IUPAC-TG
and the error bar of the upper levels cannot be smaller
than the doublet reparation;
(ii) line positions retrieved in the Doppler regime from
Fourier transform spectra recorded by Toth36 and
Régalia et al.;37
(iii) the HITRAN spectroscopic database17 which uses different sources for the considered transitions. Six transitions have frequencies calculated from the IUPAC-TG
levels, the two others being experimental values by
Toth36 and Jenouvrier et al.38 The error code (4) is
attached to all but one HITRAN2012 positions and corresponds to an uncertainty better than 10 3 cm 1 . This
value is much larger than the corresponding IUPACTG error bars. We have included in Figs. 7 and 9, the
HITRAN stick spectrum for the three studied K-type
doublets. In the three cases, the frequency ordering of
the ortho- and para- components is inverted compared
to the observations. Nevertheless, the HITRAN2012
and dip position values are mostly consistent within
the 10 3 cm 1 HITRAN error bar, the largest discrepancies concerning the weakest component of two K-type
doublets;
(iv) transition frequencies provided in the near infrared
spectroscopic database constructed by Mikhailenko

et al.40 The frequency values were obtained from
empirically determined energy values mostly based
on extensive investigations of water spectra by high
sensitivity CRDS41–43 complemented with literature
data (in particular the FTS data by Toth33 and Régalia
et al.34 );
(v) H2 16 O line positions measured in the Doppler regime at
low pressure (<0.2 Torr) by CA-CRDS of water highly
enriched in 17 O.44
It is worth underlining that in the case of the three K-type
doublets (light grey zones in Fig. 9), the three experimental
studies in the Doppler regime by FTS36,37 and CA-CRDS44
provide a single line position for the two components. As
expected, for the three K-type doublets, the reported line position is closer to the dip center of the strongest component.
Interestingly, the CA-CRDS values44 are intermediate between
the two dip centers, and the amplitude of the deviation of the
weaker dip is not far from three times that of the stronger dip,
as expected from their relative intensity. Two factors contribute
to the higher accuracy of the CA-CRDS values: the referencing
of the laser source to the optical frequency comb and the higher
sensitivity of the CRDS technique allowing for measurements
at very low pressure.
B. Variational line lists

High-quality-computed water line lists are available since
two decades. Since the pioneer studies by Partridge and
Schwenke,45,46 the collaboration between University College
London and the Institute of Applied Physics in Nizhny Novgorod has produced various line lists based on different versions of the potential energy and dipole moment surfaces.47–50
They differ in terms of accuracy and completeness (maximum
energy of the levels, maximum J values). In Table II, we compare the line positions of the three H2 16 O K-type doublets to
the computed values of five variational calculations, from the

+0.338
+0.51
0.318
0.313

0.4

+1.15
0.00
+1.682
0.316

0.6

0.92
0.852
0.847

0.8

SP45,51
Reference 49

BT250
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Reference 48

list released by Schwenke and Partridge (SP) in 1997 up to the
very recent POKAZATEL list by Polyansky et al.47 For SP
values, we used the values computed by Tashkun, available in
Ref. 51. In terms of absolute position values, no clear improvement is noted for the three considered doublets, the deviations
being in the 0.01-0.10 cm 1 range except for Ref. 49 for which
larger differences are noted (contrary to the others, the values
of Ref. 49 are pure ab initio values without any experimental corrections). However, the improvement is obvious for the
K-type doublet separations. While SP separations show large
differences including for the sign, the POKAZATEL separations show an impressive agreement with the measured values,
at the 10 5 cm 1 level. It would be interesting to trace the
origin of such achievement in order to identify which family of levels has energies predicted with such high relative
accuracy.

0.332
0.3200
14.45
13.62
68.57
68.59
936.85
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16.78
16.78
0.80
0.79
661660
660661
⌫1 + ⌫3
⌫1 + ⌫3
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7185.596 112 566(400)
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650.3
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⌫1 + ⌫3
⌫1 + ⌫3

7179.751 953 517(400)
7179.751 538 877(400)

771770
770771

7164.901 299 944(400)
7164.900 447 727(400)

34.70
34.71

10.08
10.07
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917.41

96.70
96.75

33.49
33.56

0.8522

0.858

V. CONCLUSION
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Doublet separation (10
cm 1 )
3

Variational-dip (10

TABLE II. Comparison of the Lamb dip centers of the three measured K-type doublets to the predictions of various variational calculations.
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An ultrasensitive cavity ring-down spectrometer injected
by a very narrow, highly stable V-cavity-based optical feedback type light source25 has been developed for accurate
spectroscopy in the near infrared.24–26 The V-shaped optical
feedback source (VCOF) provides a sub-kHz laser linewidth
with a very high stability (typical drift of 10 Hz/s) which makes
the setup particularly suitable for line shape studies and precise measurements of isotopologue abundances.30 Very high
intracavity fields are obtained by this combination of a very
narrow laser and a stable high finesse cavity. In the present
OFFS-CRDS setup, the obtained intracavity power (about
40 W/cm2 ) was used to induce a high saturation of strong
rovibrational lines of water vapor (Einstein coefficient in the
1-10 s 1 range). At the ring-down starting point, the intracavity power was roughly estimated to be 10 times higher
than the saturation intensity. Therefore, an almost completely
induced transparency regime was reached so that at the early
stage of the ring down, the decay time is identical to that of
the empty cavity. By referencing the laser source, the developed setup allows determining line centers of highly K-type
blended doublets from their much narrower Lamb dip signatures, having 250 kHz HWHM. As the component separation
is about 10 MHz to be compared to a HWHM Doppler width
on the order of 300 MHz, our measurements contrast with previous experimental studies where the doublets were observed
as single lines. The chosen examples illustrate the advantage
of Lamb dip spectroscopy for accurate measurement of line
centers. In the Doppler regime, line center determination with
kHz accuracy requires a precise modeling of the full line
profile and the absence of interfering line with a very high
contrast, while in Lamb dip spectroscopy, these requirements
are much relaxed. In particular, we demonstrate that averaging
measurement series allows for line position to be statistically determined to 100 Hz precision, i.e., to the remarkable
5 ⇥ 10 13 relative precision.
The obtained position measurements have been discussed
in relation with widely used water line lists. In particular, the
error bars provided by the IUPAC-TG for the energy levels involved have been found considerably underestimated.
The comparison to variational line lists indicates that absolute

054201-9

Kassi et al.

positions deviate from the measurements by 0.01-0.1 cm 1 for
all the considered lists, but the recent POKAZATEL list47 provides an impressive agreement at the 10 5 cm 1 level, for the
three studied K-type doublets splitting.
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